Morris Miselowski’s Futurist Success
Seminars Show You The Future:
if you knew what the future holds,
what would you do differently?
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Here comes the future,
ready or not
What are you doing today that will
bring your business high growth
and enhanced profitability this year,
next year – in five years? If you’re
like most of us, you’re doing what
you can today and hoping that
you’re not missing opportunities.
With information flying at you from
all directions, you just hope you can
make it through this week, never
mind five years from now. The
problem is, that there’s too much
information, more information than
anyone can make sense of.
Out-source, down-size, enter the
Chinese market, generation X, the
Baby Boomers… It’s all too much to
get your head around. Everyone’s got
an opinion. Who can you trust? Who
can show you your future options and
possibilities?

The future is NOW:
see it today
What if you could get rousing
guidance from someone who makes
the future his business? What if he
could inspire, enthuse, and SHOW
you what the future holds? If that
were possible, you would know
what you should be doing now, to
ensure that your business grows and
flourishes.

High-powered industry
movers and shakers join
Morris’s presentations
Morris’s high-powered multimedia
presentations and seminars focus
on three futurist areas: forecasting
the future, imagining the future, and
creating the future for companies,
through planning and consulting.
Each presentation, seminar and
workshop that Morris leads is
distinctly different. The focus is
on a “60 Minutes” like multimedia
extravaganza. Via video, business
leaders join Morris to give their
opinions, ideas, and tips to the
audience. These leaders are
interviewed specially for each
audience: they’re that industry’s
movers and shakers, sharing the
stage with Morris.
His Futurist Success Seminars will
enthuse and inspire your team,
because the future promises
unlimited and unmatched
possibilities, and you get advice from
those in the best position to know.
So, if you know what’s coming, and
can prepare for the golden future
now.
Imagine being able to see the future
as Morris does.
Imagine having Morris and industry
leaders show you the changing
nature of both the Australian and the
global marketplace.

Morris Miselowski’s
Futurist Success
Imagine learning the skills you need
Seminars give you
to plan and build the future you want
perspective today, so you for your business.
can build the future you
want
Morris shows and tells
you what’s coming
Morris Miselowski is a futurist. He
specialises in giving businesses
information that they can use NOW
to ensure profitability now, and
explosive growth in the future.

Morris Miselowski Futurist Success
Seminars cover the gamut of what’s
coming, how to build now to take

advantage of new opportunities,
and how to change your thinking,
marketing, and branding to make
the most of your business. You’ll see
your business in an entirely new way,
when Morris leads you through his
entire program of seminars.
Here’s a brief overview of Morris’s
seminars.

Morris’s most popular
seminar: On a clear day
you can see all the way
to your future!
A powerful presentation – industry
leaders join Morris in this 60-Minuteslike show.
This is Morris’s signature seminar,
and easily his most popular,
presented to hundreds of audiences
around the country every year. In
this unique seminar (also available
as a workshop) Morris’s engaging
presentations involve the audience
with story telling, videos from the
audience’s industry’s leaders, and
lots of interaction. Since it’s based
on future trends, this seminar is
constantly changing, with new
powerful ideas, methods and
strategies that show you the future
NOW, and to help you to embrace
that future with gusto. Many
companies have retained Morris to
present this seminar regularly to their
executives and key staff.
In this seminar, not only will you
hear from Morris, but also from
your industry leaders, from world
experts and gurus and from audience
members via video and audio – this
makes for a fascinating, memorable
presentation with a new twist and
turn around every corner and all filled
with USEABLE information.

Morris Miselowski is Your Eye On
The Future.
+61 3 9525 8600

morris@successthroughfocus.com www.successthroughfocus.com
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The amazing seminar
Escape to Success helps
you to break out of the
prison of your limited
thinking
Are YOU in prison? No? But you are
– we’re all in the prison of our beliefs,
which are formed by our past. This
seminar has been described as vivid,
moving and life-changing. It is!
Living the limiting beliefs of your past
and allowing these unchallenged
perceptions to frame your future
sabotages your future. The material
in this seminar will disturb you. It will
provoke you into developing fresh
ideas and new ways of thinking.
Morris’s ten years as a prison
chaplain showed him that we’re
prisoners of our past. And that we
can all break free.

Five more topics in
Morris Miselowski
Futurist Success
Seminars help you to
breakthrough insights
and teach success
strategies
The complete program of Morris
Miselowski Futurist Success
Seminars includes five additional
topics:
•

•

How to eat an elephant:
Develop a profitable 		
business strategy;
People, not assets or 		
resources: Hiring 		
success not just a body;

•

Marketing made Marvellous:
Make more sales faster;

•

Work Differently, Work 		
Smarter: Streamline 		
business processes;

•

Business Orgasm: Build
business passion in 		
yourself and your customers.

Morris doesn’t just
present: he empowers
Morris Miselowski Futurist Success
Seminars and other presentations
are unique, in that they’re interactive,
integrating multimedia AND THE
AUDIENCE into the presentation.
Whatever your business, Morris
tailors his presentations to suit your
needs. The result? Information that
you can use – information that’s
been turned into knowledge. You will
leave one of Morris’s presentation
differently than you entered it. You
will take that knowledge into your
business.

Years of experience:
counselling, consulting
and in business
Morris Miselowski started his first
business the day after he finished
high school. Where? In the home
garage, of course. Within four years
he employed 800. Passionate, a
believer in building people as well
as building business, Morris helps
Australian businesses and individuals
to push their limits, improve their
performance, and expand their
success. Over two and a half
decades, he’s introduced tens of
thousands of decision-makers to their
future.

Call Morris today and
discover what the future
holds for your business
The future is here. You can sow the
seeds of your limitless business
success NOW – or you can wait until
the future slams you aside because
your business is now irrelevant.
To most of us, the future is overwhelming. New laws, terrorist threats,
the behemoth that the Chinese
economy with its 1.4 billion people is
becoming, the search engine Google
indexing the world’s information

+61 3 9525 8600

for you (and your competitors),
Generation, X, Y and dozens of
technological innovations…
For Morris Miselowski, the future is
his passion and his business, and he
can help you to shape your business
now, and take advantage of new
opportunities and begin growing into
the future now. With Morris as Your
Eye On The Future, you take the
guesswork out of business planning
and strategy.

Choose from Morris
Miselowski’s selection of
presentations
Morris offers seminars, workshops,
and keynote presentations, giving
you various ways to build his
expertise into YOUR business.
Call Morris to discuss your upcoming retreats and businessbuilding events. Morris can tailor a
presentation that’s right for you and
your audience.

Put Morris on retainer
For a select few companies, Morris
Miselowski offers his consultation
services on retainer. If you’re
exploring your business options, you
can have Morris on hand as one
of your off-site team of consulting
experts.

Ready or not, the future
is on its way
Are you ready for future
opportunities? Get ready today
– book Morris for an upcoming event
NOW.
Please note: Morris tailors all
presentations to YOUR audience,
so please complete the Presentation
Booking Form and send it to him at
least a month before your event.

morris@successthroughfocus.com www.successthroughfocus.com

